Students Protest
Two Tenure Cases
Hyde's Deferred,
Trudeau Waiting

By Edward D. Cimini
May has traditionally been the month at Providence College when student unrest reaches a climax. This year was no exception.

A number of students, mostly political science majors, banded together last month to support two faculty members, one of which they had thought been denied tenure and one which they feared would be denied tenure because he was being judged according to "political or ideological criteria."

Dr. Mark Hyde, an assistant professor of political science, was actually not denied tenure. The academic rank and tenure committee decided to defer Dr. Hyde's case and consider it again next year because they needed more information on his potential for future publication.

The tenure status of Dr. Robert Trudeau, another assistant professor of political science, has still not been decided. Unofficially, the rank and tenure committee voted 4-3 against granting Dr. Trudeau tenure.

However, Father Thomas Peterson, president of the College, could reverse the decision of the rank and tenure committee. His decision should be made by June 30, according to Dr. Paul van K. Thomson, vice president for academic affairs and chairman of the rank and tenure committee.

The decision on Dr. Trudeau's tenure status was one of the most difficult ones the rank and tenure committee has had to make in recent years. Dr. Thomson notes, "The fact that four meetings were held to consider Dr. Trudeau's case should show that the committee wished to give the matter every possible consideration. No other case has involved as much careful deliberation."

Dr. Trudeau is the first faculty member to appear before the rank and tenure committee at his own request. In the past, other faculty members have been asked to appear before the committee to present information which may not have been available.

Protest and Support
The student protest was spearheaded by Arthur Parne, Dennis Roy, and Frank D'Addabbo, all senior political science majors. Two letters were circulated for signatures, both expressing grassroots support for the actions of the members of the rank and tenure committee and supporting Drs. Hyde and Trudeau.

One letter was signed by 188 political science majors, as many as could be reached, according to Roy. Parne noted that the signatures were collected in one day and only three students refused to sign the letter.

The letter recommended that the rank and tenure committee reconsider Dr. Hyde's case and objectively evaluate Dr. Trudeau's case. See TRUDEAUS', p. 3

Richard Fritz Cops Cat

Richard Fritz, the College's purchasing agent and personnel director, was presented the Puffy Cat of the Year Award at the Veritas's annual banquet last month at the Sheraton Island in Newport.

Ana Cabrera, Veritas editor, also awarded Tony Pittasi with the 1974 Puffy Cat and gave out small replicas of the annual trophy to the 1975 monthly winners. Mr. Fritz was the January winner.

The Puffy Cat is awarded each year to the person or organization which is the most helpful to the Veritas staff. In presenting the award, Ana said that Mr. Fritz's aid extended far beyond financial matters and praised him for being the "only administrator who was concerned about the yearbook."

Mr. Fritz was unable to attend the rather ritzy affair because of a prior commitment. Dr. Furin, Veritas editor and professor of English at PC, accepted the feline award, noting that Mr. Fritz's attraction to the yearbook can be explained by the fact that he has "always liked books with pictures."

Off to Atlanta: Fr. James Quigley, O.P., Chaplain of Providence College, who recently resigned to work with the poor in the South.
**Irish Strain'**

Continued from Page 1

Combining his "Eliot Ness" criminology background with a sense of humor and discipline, Fr. Murphy managed to achieve this "extremely ticklish position."

This particular office no longer exists, said Fr. Murphy, but as far as he knows, it has acquired no "outstanding enemies." He feels free to wander among alumni without benefit of escort or guard. "I like Philadelphia very much," Fr. Murphy considers these years of retreat between the years with students rewarding.

After a term as prior at St. Stephen's in the Philippines, Fr. Murphy again returned to PC in 1967. From 1967 to 1974, he was the Prior for the PC Dominican community.

Earlier this year, Fr. Murphy was appointed the Director of the PC Summer School of "Continuing Education." As director, he plans to observe the operation, but would like to return to teaching psychology and literature.

He presently lectures on the "Sociology of Work." He is a member of the Municipal Police Training Academy, as part of their three-year program for police psychologists.

Fr. Murphy believes his resignation is "carrying on the rationalistic attitude of the people here." There is a very few people who cannot be mundane personal relationships and he truly admires this spirit of "ironicality which does not in any way oppress them from the idea of education." Fr. Murphy presently lectures on the "Seminar of Church and Commune," and is very pleased that not only he himself, but the students also, can feel right "at home" in this phase of PC.

The scheduling of the PC Summer School has undergone some important changes for this year. Most classes will be offered on a two-nights-a-week session, either on Tuesday and Wednesday or on Thursday and Friday.

Several new courses are being offered for the first time: Russian Language in Translation, Alcoholic Counseling and Treatment, and "Continued from Page 1"

"It was an easy decision to leave PC," remarked the former chaplain, but he volunteered he would do anything to help Fr. Quigley, "because it's God's will. Father Quigley is a gentleman in class and watch students leave for the Jesuit Volunteer Corps and would feel sometime that he was himself that drew him to this kind of work."

"There have been a lot of changes from the first years I have been here," commented Fr. Murphy. "I have received nothing but cooperation from everyone in this community. I would like to thank the assistance from Father Francis McCarthy, the pastoral council, and students of Providence College."

"I am happy to return to the students at PC. Fr. Murphy believes they are a religiously American State. It is important to come with the religious dimension, existence, explicitly or implicitly reflectively or subconsciously.

Cowl Showered With Awards

May is a month during which a number of members of the PC community receive awards. The Cowl was no exception.

The Associated Collegiate Press (ACP) presented the Cowl with the First Class Honor rating for its first semester of 1973-1974. D'Oliveira, the Cowl's news editor, was awarded a Certificate of Merit in the area of editorial design.

St. Bonaventure University's annual spring competition held last month.

About 60 per cent of newspapers the ACP announced, the Cowl received its First Class rating. According to the ACP, the Cowl "stands up among the other newspapers of the sound journalism and high standards."

All newspapers which receive the First Class rating are eligible for an All-American plaque to achieve such a plateau, a newspaper must exhibit outstanding quality in at least four of the following five areas: coverage content, composition, design, editing, editorial leadership, physical appearance, and photography.

Although the Cowl was not cited for any of the five areas, Edward Cimini, the executive editor, hopes that second semester's set of issues, have shown marked improvement. "We were making errors by 75 per cent, we made results from inexplicable in our earlier issues in September and October," Cimini noted.

D'Oliveira received his feature writing award for an article published on January 22, entitled, "Drugs Addict Seeks Voice to Determine Their Lives."

St. Bonaventure conducts in a critical competition in a number of areas. This year, the Bonnies received over 5,000 entries.

**First Coeducational Class Graduates**
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"We were especially hurt by errors in our editorial leadership, physical appearance, and photography, and content, writing and editing," said Maryanne Doherty, editor of the Cowl.

"We made resulting from inexperienced handicaps and editorially oriented," said D'Oliveira.

"Drug Addicts Seek Voice to Determine Their Lives," covered in the Cowl last month, was awarded a Certificate of Merit in class and watch students leave for the Jesuit Volunteer Corps and would feel sometime that he was himself that drew him to this kind of work."
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Combining his "Eliot Ness" criminology background with a sense of humor and discipline, Fr. Murphy managed to achieve this "extremely ticklish position."

This particular office no longer exists, said Fr. Murphy, but as far as he knows, it has acquired no "outstanding enemies." He feels free to wander among alumni without benefit of escort or guard. "I like Philadelphia very much," Fr. Murphy considers these years of retreat between the years with students rewarding.

After a term as prior at St. Stephen's in the Philippines, Fr. Murphy again returned to PC in 1967. From 1967 to 1974, he was the Prior for the PC Dominican community.

Earlier this year, Fr. Murphy was appointed the Director of the PC Summer School of "Continuing Education." As director, he plans to observe the operation, but would like to return to teaching psychology and literature.

He presently lectures on the "Sociology of Work." He is a member of the Municipal Police Training Academy, as part of their three-year program for police psychologists.

Fr. Murphy believes his resignation is "carrying on the rationalistic attitude of the people here." There is a very few people who cannot be mundane personal relationships and he truly admires this spirit of "ironicality which does not in any way oppress them from the idea of education." Fr. Murphy presently lectures on the "Seminar of Church and Commune," and is very pleased that not only he himself, but the students also, can feel right "at home" in this phase of PC.

The scheduling of the PC Summer School has undergone some important changes for this year. Most classes will be offered on a two-nights-a-week session, either on Tuesday and Wednesday or on Thursday and Friday.

Several new courses are being offered for the first time: Russian Language in Translation, Alcoholic Counseling and Treatment, and "First Coeducational Class Graduates"...
Trudeau's Case Now On President's Desk
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case with notification of his status by the end of the semester. At the time, the students were not aware that the decision on Dr. Hyde's tenure status had been postponed. The journal also supported Dr. Neil Romans, an assistant professor from sociology, who had been denied a promotion to associate professor by the rank and tenure committee. The letter was signed by 22 students who constituted the entire membership of PC's chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha, a national political science honor society.

A group of non-political science majors also gathered over 60 signatures on a statement of support for Drs. Hyde and Trudeau.

When the students learned of Dr. Hyde's status, they began to focus on their attention on the Dr. Hyde case. Parsie believes that Dr. Trudeau is being prejudged by appearance, and not by his academic standards. Parsie also noted that although Dr. Trudeau's teaching approach is different, it is not lacking in quality. Roy added, "His approach is more geared to the students' needs than to his own appearance, and not by his publications."

Both Drs. Hyde and Trudeau were "surprised and flattered" by the show of student support. Neither were aware of the fact that letters of support were being written on their behalf because their permission had not been sought by the students.

Dr. Hyde was especially encouraged by the letter from Pi Sigma Alpha because it shows the students in the department as "a team" and not as two individuals.

The vice president believes that the two "cases were evidently being linked as if they were being judged as a 'team' and not as two individuals. Dr. Hyde also found it unfortunate that the "two cases were evidently being linked as if they were being judged as a 'team' and not as two individuals." Two Dr. Hyde's case was the only one in which the faculty voted at their department meeting to deny tenure to a student. PAWS, the "people's university." They were supported by "many feelings of pain and hurt." Dr. Trudeau's case also received "many feelings of pain and hurt." Dr. Trudeau's case was the only one in which the faculty voted at their department meeting to deny tenure to a student. PAWS, the "people's university." They were supported by "many feelings of pain and hurt." Dr. Trudeau's case also received "many feelings of pain and hurt."

The vice president believes that a number of the non-majors who signed the letters were not aware of the situation themselves. These students were acting as letters as an indication of student backing.

Watching and waiting: Dr. Robert Trudeau, who has been unofficially denied tenure by the rank and tenure committee.

Three years ago, Dr. Zygmunt Friedrichmann, then chairman of the political science department, initiated action not to renew the contract of Dr. Robert Trudeau, who at that time was completing his second year at PC.

Dr. Trudeau failed to make significant progress toward becoming tenured and that although his "professional competence might be regarded as adequate, the quality of the department could improve by engaging the services of a person even better equipped than Dr. Trudeau."

The former undergraduate from UMass was able to appeal Dr. Friedmann's decision to the rank and tenure committee and won because he was successfully able to dispute both charges. He had received his Ph.D. from North Carolina where he specialized in Latin American Studies, and had already had a number of articles published. He responded to the second allegation by noting that the charge is probably true of every faculty member at PC, and that since no one at the College really knew how competent he was (because he had only been at PC for two years), the College might hire someone less competent.

The native Bay Stater has had many articles published (his forte) in renowned Hispanic research papers in New York and Chicago and appeared on a special international meeting in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia two years ago.

Dr. Trudeau was a student of the Peace Corps. He was elected Person of the Year by the Student Congress.

He was originally denied tenure. Several last-minute student protests may have been successful.

Faculty Survey Successful; Congress Seeks Fall Release

By George D. Lennon

The Student Congress managed last semester to gather over 500 courses out of a total of about 800 of the survey. Bess noted that this represented a large number of professors who either did not want to be surveyed or cancelled classes. The survey was conducted by a special research project on Puerto Rico. Formerly a member of the Peace Corps, he keeps up on his discipline's literature and developments and helps keep his students current in their profession. Dr. Trudeau believes it is important to conduct research because it keeps him up on his discipline's literature and developments and helps keep his students current in their profession. Dr. Trudeau thinks that publications are one of the best ways to get tenure.

Dr. Hyde believes it is important to conduct research because it keeps him up on his discipline's literature and developments and helps keep his students current in their profession. Dr. Trudeau thinks that publications are one of the best ways to get tenure.

One important reason that the administration encourages the faculty to publish is to help further the good name and reputation of the College. Another consideration in tenure decisions is the projected need of a given department. The long-range goals for development of the College are often taken into consideration because if a department is heavily tenured and interest in that field dies, the College would be forced to release tenured members.

Dr. Thomson asserts, however, that the economic considerations of the College have not entered the picture in Dr. Trudeau's case.

Dr. Hyde believes that publications are one of the best ways to get tenure.

Dr. Trudeau's Case Now On President's Desk

According to the Senate bill, if a teacher fulfilled five or six of the criteria lacking, he or she should be given tenure. In Dr. Trudeau's case, the committee chairman recom"
**Editor’s Memo**

Ornarily Cowl staffs have covered the office’s typewriters in early May and begun to prepare for final exams and the sad trips home to New Haven, Long Island or Springfield. But this is not an ordinary Cowl staff.

We thought that one more issue would give us a chance to cover the key events of May, especially Commencement, and offer the incoming freshmen perspectives of PC which probably would not be presented at the orientations. Of this definition, the boundaries of success encompass any goal a student has set concerning his or her experiences at PC.

Be it social recognition, academic-excellence, or class leadership, every student who attends PC has some idea of a goal and hopes to attain it. To attain a goal is a matter of “wisdom” that I or any one else might offer would only serve to cloud or influence these personal goals. There is, then, no specific yellow brick road to follow in order to be successful at PC. We all must make our own road for ourselves.

I do not intend this dissertation to be taken as words of “wisdom.” Rather, I intend to connect the experiences of myself and some of my fellow students to what I believe is the basic objective of every student upon entering an institution of higher education: to educate one’s self for a responsible job. I think that, come senior year, every student assesses the education received at PC in a substantive sense with the result that most students deem their stay at PC as successful only in terms of learning.

However, what do they learn? Many students will state, “I have not learned how to be successful at PC; what a waste!” I suggest that most students learn more outside the classroom. As Robert Phillips, ’75, has stated, “There is very little I have learned in the classroom at PC, but my education has been rich.” Indeed many seniors share his opinion at graduation.

Basically, I think ’hat college is a place in which one can grow and refine one’s talents in an overall sense. It is not just higher education, it is complete education; a mode that can make greater education possible through an environment which is different from a high school’s environment. Thus, college is not just classrooms and term papers, but it is also athletics, personal relationships, and community life.

The college atmosphere I have described offers a chance for any student to receive an education in a complete sense, not just academically; and thereby realize a basic goal. It is not just higher education, it is complete education possible through an environment which is different from a high school’s environment. Thus, college is not just classrooms and term papers, but it is also athletics, personal relationships, and community life.
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The college atmosphere I have described offers a chance for any student to receive an education in a complete sense, not just academically; and thereby realize a basic goal. It is not just higher education, it is complete education possible through an environment which is different from a high school’s environment. Thus, college is not just classrooms and term papers, but it is also athletics, personal relationships, and community life.

Does America’s Reaction To Refugees Smack of Racism? By Carol Grabowski

“It don’t become a real hot potato.”

“I don’t think anyone is terribly sympathetic.”

“We’re going to make it equitable.”

The above statements indicate that the American public is having its problems. Many Americans are not rolling out the red carpet for the South Vietnamese for a variety of reasons. People feel that the immigrants will aggravate the unemployment problem is widespread. Many laborers feel that the immigrants will be willing to work for starvation wages. Also, many Americans have agitated for determining the high standards of the American labor force. There is also concern that the job market simply will not be able to absorb so many potential workers. Complete education possible through an environment which is different from a high school’s environment. Thus, college is not just classrooms and term papers, but it is also athletics, personal relationships, and community life.

The staggering costs involved in evacuating and assimilating the South Vietnamese are also causing many Americans to become disenchanted with their President’s generous initiative. As of early May, thirty billion dollars had already been spent on the island of Guam alone.

Who will feel the bill? Right now, nobody knows. Congress did not provide for continued financial aid for the refugees after they begin to settle in the United States. Most likely, the taxpayers will wind up paying anyway. In a study of migration to the University of California, most of those immigrants first arrive on the mainland, are especially concerned that the South Vietnamese will burden the welfare rolls and drain their state’s treasury. Yet, perhaps the most disturbing element of resistance which the South Vietnamese will encounter is a bitter form of racism. In See REFUGEES, p. 5

Frosh Parents Beware By Joseph E. Zito

(in honor of the Class of 1979 I have constructed this frivolous verse)

This is the tale of an over-protective mother, an academically-minded father and a son who frankly couldn’t give a damn either way. This chronicle has just arrived to visit the college campus where little Paulie will be spending the next four years away from home. Little Paulie happens to be 18 years old and much to his parent’s chagrin has already forgotten things that they haven’t learned yet.

His father is John Joseph Michael Smythe III and his mother is Margaret Phelps Busher Smythe. These two individuals are the ritzentr of the ritzty, who want nothing but the best for little Paulie, as the following tale will show. The only problem is that beloved Paulie has other ideas.

The black limousine rushes past the large sign which reads ‘Entrance to the University of Academia, and comes to a screeching halt. Out pops the chauffeur who opens all car doors and gingerly rolls out the red carpet — the Smythes have arrived!

Mr. Smythe: Magnificent!!
Mrs. Smythe (wails): Oh my son, my baby is leaving home! My innocent little honey pie left alone in this cruel college world!
Paulie: Ma, sit on it, will you please?
Paulie looks around and zeroes in on some foxy looking coeds who

Mrs. Smythe (waals): Oh my son
My baby is leaving home!
My innocent little honey pie left alone
in this cruel college world!
Paulie: Ma, sit on it, will you please?
Paulie looks around and zeroes in on some foxy looking coeds who

Mr. Smythe: Son, this will truly be a rewarding experience for you. Paulie (still staring at the foxy coeds): You’re not kidding. Ain’t it the truth.

Mrs. Smythe: Now honey, remember to call me every two days or write the days that you don’t call. Be in bed by 9:30 every night. Doctor Timsey says, “Early to bed, early to rise, helps make a boy healthy, wealthy and wise.”
Paulie: Oh brother, Hey ma, you forgot to tell me to brush my teeth with Crest and say my prayers.
Mrs. Smythe: We’re not going to scare your knees when you getummuck because you bruise so easily. See FOXY, p.3"
By Dr. Norman Quesnel
I believe a leaf of grass is no less than the stars—'
It is the handkerchief of the Lord. '—Whitman
Pigeons in the grass alas.

The grass is always greener in the next yard. Or so it seems, but it isn't necessarily nearer. You can make any part of your yard as good, or envious with envy with the best kept lawn in the block. All it takes is a little care and doing a household chore that usually gets less attention than cutting the dog.

You need a mower, of course. The fancy, motorized, powered, rotary-blade, hand-propelled lawn mower. This will do fine. Lately, the trend to powered, driven gas mowers. Let me discourage using such machines, or just ask the loan in Springfield who was last seen overtaking a Greater Peoria Tributary. Tractor-mowers can be fun for rides but do little to improve a lawn's appearance, unless you have to make the best of things. Lazy. Hand-propelled mowers will also do a better job than electric mowers — wait till next year. How they spit out its electric grass vacuum. Now let's get into style. There are basic patterns for cutting your lawn; the reverb a reverb style, which is simply mowing in a straight line from one end of your yard to the opposite, like slicing bread. Or you can choose a confessional style in which you always move along the outer edge of the lawn, finishing at the center of the yard. Use one of these; don't expressively mow the grass with your Toro right when the two of us passed your home.

Piggyback on the grass sidewalks on hills. A clever old widow in Duluth came up with the idea of a spool which she could roll down the hill in her back yard where her son had been temptation to catch it. She now sleeps peacefully next to her fourth husband. Perhaps your mower is doing a better job of it than you expect. Sure, you didn't see anything coming. But perhaps pushing up one the San Juan.

A constant problem encountered in inner city neighborhoods is natural affairs other than the grass itself. Now admit it, you often get a kick from watching a movie. For instance, you see a movie and then when your yard looks like the setting in The Wizard of Oz.
The following is the Dean's List for the spring semester. In order to qualify, a student must have a grade point average of at least 3.5 and receive a cumulative average of 3.2 or higher for the semester. The students are listed below in alphabetical order by last name.

Seniors Captured Senior Awards

The following members of the Class of 1975 have been selected on the basis of academic excellence in the annual Awards Ceremony held on Sunday, May 25.

Catholic Business Education Awards - Presented for outstanding scholarship, Management - Raymond E. McGraw, Jr., Accounting - Alan J. Tullman

Wall Street Journal Award - For excellence in the investments course: Marywood Woodman

Rhode Island society of Certified Public Accountants Award - Certificate of merit for the highest mark in the National Accounting Achievement Test: Peter B. Keenan

Mal Brown Award - Granted to Edward Mr. Frank. E. Amsden. for the best attempt in the composition to display a market degree the qualities personified by the late beloved Market Bull Brown - qualities of sportsman, scholar, and honor: Philip G. Welch.

Hagan Award - Granted to James G. and Joseph H. Hagen in honor of the most remarkable and creative in the department of administration: Peter B. Keenan

Leonard Award - For excellence in drama: Christine M.䜐

Alumni Award - To the senior who contributed the most to the College: Barbara J. Quinn

Fahy Hockey Award - Given to the student who is planning to enter social work, probation, or the correction of this society: Hayes A. H. Chips, in honor of the estimation of the administration of the award and characterized by high degree, the character, and resourcefulness expected of a Fahy hockey player: Peter J. Keenan

Pell Award - Awarded for academic achievement by Senator Pell: John C. Oliff

Cornellus P. Farver Award - Awarded for excellence in European history: Gail Latimer

John McGiffin Award - Given to the student who has achieved the highest degree of scholarship in the field of labor relations: Charles E. Quirk

Richard G. Tasca, Jr., Sorority Anthony D. Lavine - Awarded for excellence in Latin: Donald R. Harris

Edward P. Casey, Kat Maen, A. McCaffrey - Awarded for proficiency in Latin: Ana M. Cabrera

Michael P. Mahoney - Awarded for excellence in Latin: Mary L. Callahan

Alfred J. St. John, Brown University - Awarded for excellence in Latin: Sarah S. Elledge

Mr. Edward P. Constable of the Class of 1975 who, in three years of academic work, has a marked display of the qualities personified by the Kale better of qualities of excellence: Phillip J. Gillard, Jr.

The Edward M. Chelan Prize: John D. Lamont, Political Science

Richard J. O'Connor, Psychology

William J. Montgomery, Religious Studies - Richard G. Tasca, Jr., Sociology - Anthony D. Buanno, Business Administration - Margaret M. McCarthy; Theatre Arts - Debbie J. Kelly
Vandalism Increases; Reputation Decreases

By Edward D. Cimini

Vandalism cost our nation's high schools $506 million last year, as much as textbooks. The only problem for Providence College is that the Administration Office may be ousting too many of their school's celebrities.

Vandalism on and off campus has increased significantly last year, forcing Providence College administrators to meet with neighboring city residents, to re-evaluate the students' security program, and to start seriously considering the problem of excessive drinking on campus.

Last fall, neighbors living in the area between Bradley's Cafe and the Providence Seminary complained about students who were vandalizing their property in the early hours of the morning on their way back from the club. Vandalism has since increased, and an open gate was left by the neighbors who were bypassing on top of the neighboring property.

Vandalism on campus, especially in the library and student union, has since increased. During the Fall semester, the College spent $400 replacing the library windows which were smashed by a group of 14 and 15 year-old kids.

Vandalism in Slavin Center was not as costly, but the College did spend money to reinforce the mailboxes windows on the lower floor. The College stated that postal inspectors would soon be called in if more boxes were broken into.

Although vandalism was down during the first part of the spring semester, it did not continue. After they were charged with being ineffective in an April Cowl editorial, student patrollers were told to "educate more visible." But not even visible patrols have been able to stop the problems resulting from excessive drinking. According to Father Francis Duffy, vice president for student affairs, it seems that much of the vandalism on campus is being caused by drunken students.

"It's a shame," Fr. Duffy noted. "That liquor must be served at each event for it to be a success."

After listening to three days of testimony last January, Layneq said the case "presents a number of critical issues that are not prepared to grapple with on the basis of oral evidence." Accordingly, William McMahon, attorney for the College and Milton Voorhees, attorney for the former White House counsel Dean, both directed at the case in different ways. At the request of the college, McMahon agreed to proceed with the investigation and continue to negotiate the terms of the settlement. McMahon also directed at the college to cease all negotiations and continue to work towards a resolution.

Ralph Nader, Dick Gregory, and John Dean all lectured at Providence College this past year. Former White House counsel Dean not only managed to draw the larges crowd among the three, but he was also able to generate the most controversy. Four hundred and sixty-seven PC students signed a petition protesting the $2000 lecture fee when they heard the convicted Watergate confidant had been scheduled to speak in Alumni Hall on February 27.

The petition accused the Board of Governors of arbitrarily deciding to invite Dean and of ignoring conflicting student opinions. "If John Dean wants to speak, fine, as long as he doesn't use my money to do it," one student said. Dick Gregory, former comedian, spoke in '64 Hall in Slavin Center last November.

Gregory left the television and nightingale scene to speak on human issues such as poverty, discrimination, and war. Last year, he made about 300 stops on the lecture circuit.

The lecture committee was responsible for bringing all these speakers to the campus.

Dean, Nader, Gregory

Headed Lecture List

The Seminary College of Our Lady of Providence and Providence College have collaborated to bring speakers to their respective institutions. Some of the students at the Seminary will take part in the formal academic courses at PC, and participate in the operation of its programs.

The college's goal is to remain as a center for the preparation of students for theology. The seminarians will commute to PC, and continue to live in the Seminary in Warwick. The agreement, which will take effect in 1977, is an extension of a cooperative program which began in 1954. The study would evaluate the present need for the hospital and determine whether or not the property it occupies might be made available to the college.

The Rev. William Paul Haas, O.P., who later left the Dominican order, was named as president of the college in 1966. Fr. Dowd as president of the college and vice-chancellor of the Archdiocese that PC would make no attempt to influence any decision by the city or state regarding the future of the 25-acre hospital site.

The college, in the long run, would like the city to make it available to the college and that such an agreement be reached. The only thing that the city makes, it should be allowed to make in complete freedom," he said.

Fr. Haas remarked that many of the College alumni are strongly in favor of the acquisition by the College and that they would be entitled to their opinions.

We should kick our head up and proceed as honorably as we can," Fr. Haas remarked. He said the College would not become embroiled in any controversy concerning future city plans for the hospital.

Citing annual deficits between $300,000 and $400,000 per year, and high interest rates on facilities for the entire state, Mayor Doorley decided back in 1966 to close the hospital.

The hospital was then leased to the college, and Mayor Doorley strongly favored the stipulation that the property revert back to the city of Providence if the college is never able to make a medical complex.

See CHAPIN, p. 10

OLP Seminary

Merges With PC

The Seminary College of Our Lady of Providence and Providence College have cooperated to bring classes to the Seminary and the College for many years, under which PC faculty members have regularly taught classes at the Seminary and the College for many years. The Seminary College of Our Lady of Providence and Providence College have cooperated to bring classes to the Seminary and the College for many years. The Seminary College of Our Lady of Providence and Providence College have cooperated to bring classes to the Seminary and the College for many years.
Executive Board Heads 47-Member Group

By George D. Lennon

As entering freshmen, the plethora of college clubs are emerging. graduating seniors usually seek another area to radiate their talents and achievements as the student's Bill of Rights and the more recent favorable decision of the Student Court concerning the Student Congress working with freshmen or any student on the campus of student government.

Epsilon residents, basement
Joseph Hall, will described a typical member as
Club assignment disposition, and a willingness to
being "a person with a sense of
members had the opportunity to
registration. This past year club
Founded back in 1928, the club
55 members, 54 percent being
communicated to others, congenial
Children's Center, located near
Inond Due can bring their "kid" to
try to get them away from the
pressures of growing up in an
institute.

Throughout the year, the club plans many different activities such as holiday dinners, breakfasts, movies, and an annual picnic at Lincoln Woods. Tickets are also obtained for Big Brothers and Big sisters who wish to take their child to a basketball or hockey game. The Big Brothers and Sisters' room is located in the lower level of the Slavin Center, to the left of the Chaplain's Office. This year's officers are Steve Adams, Peggy Martin, Mike Fogarty and Kathy Oliveira.

Pals To The 'Wee Folk'

Touring Is Their Game

The Friars Club is one of the oldest organizations on campus. Founded back in 1928, the club serves Providence College as the official host of the College community.

Club members perform many functions but the biggest job they take on is conducting tours for prospective students and their parents. They also work at registration. This past year the club members had the opportunity to serve as the ushers for the opening of the season.

Steven Rogers, last year's president of the Friars Club, described a typical member as being a polished character from the pride in the school which can be communicated to others, congenial disposition and the ability to sacrifice personal time for any College function.

"The constitution allows for only 35 members, 34 percent being seniors, 29 percent being juniors, and 14 percent being sophomores. For this reason we can't extend the number of members. Many qualified students apply for the club, but due to this limit, we can only take a given number." Rogers said.

He further explained, "Though the system is hardly perfect, it does aim to be fair. and consideration of all applying. To choose new members we have a very difficult assignment. So many people are deserving but we are only able to bring in so many per year."

This year's officers are Pat Maldon, president, Tom Royals, vice president, Kevin Mullins, secretary, Kevin Flannery, sergeant-at-arms, and Brian Burke, sergeant-at-arms.
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WDOM: Extra Juice?

How does a radio station, with only 10 watts and a limited area of influence, attract a "hip" listener-market? With a lot of hard work and spirit.

WDOM, the campus radio station, strives to instill this spirit of hard work throughout each of its members. Since it only operates on 10 watts, the station barely reaches outside campus limits, but now, the station is broadcasting its programming. Since WDOM did manage to get things moving. This was due to the involvement of the faculty survey and the Bill of Rights generated.

This long history now culminates in the recent establishment of the Public Interest Research Group which is headed by Jim McCarthy. The 26th Congress, which was the last to convene, has managed to have all its executive board positions filled, hoping to call special meetings.

In what could have been his inaugural address, McCarthy practically overlooked the Public Interest Research Group resolution presented by Betty White, class of '76 vice president. Rather than look at many of the long range goals of the Public Interest Research Group, the Congress defeated the resolution after a minimal amount of discussion.

In a case which may be reminiscent of Watergate, the Student Congress at its final meeting of the semester, the 26th Congress, passed in the issue of taking $30 of Congress' financial power away from the President. The money was given to McCarthy in March and he had not bought the typewriter by May.

Athletic Board: President, Vice President

The Athletic Board consists of five officers but three of them are not elected. The president, vice president and treasurer are appointed by the President. The other two members are appointed by the student vice president.

Working under the direction of Peter Louthan of the Athletic Department, the Athletic Board runs the career day program, its funds are appropriated through the athletic department.

The president must oversee all operations of the Board and sit on the Student Congress. The Board reports weekly concerning the Board's activities, publishing "Beyond the Dark Ages," an hour-long program that contains news and events, which was hosted by Grant Colvin. The show is reminiscent of Watergate, the 26th Congress, which was the last to convene, has managed to have all its executive board positions filled, hoping to call special meetings.
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In a case which may be reminiscent of Watergate, the Student Congress at its final meeting of the semester, the 26th Congress, passed in the issue of taking $30 of Congress' financial power away from the President. The money was given to McCarthy in March and he had not bought the typewriter by May.

Bob Shea, a junior accounting major from Haddon, Conn., ran unopposed as president last semester, will be succeeded by Thomas Callahan, a junior accounting major from Haddon, Conn., Callahan was elected president of the 26th Congress last semester. The 26th Congress, which was the last to convene, has managed to have all its executive board positions filled, hoping to call special meetings.
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The professional who staff this country's newspapers have begun to take up their jobs much more seriously in recent years. With Spir African American writer, the press stopped just reporting public affairs and began investigating public concerns. In just short years, the quality of newspapers across the country has improved immensely.

Like their professional counterparts, the editors of The Cowl, Providence College's student newspaper, is beginning to change the image of their organization. The Cowl has been around since the first month of school. During the first 40 years of its existence, the Cowl served as either a public relations vehicle (probably to the delight of the administration) or a rabble-rouser (probably to the delight of campus radicals). In the past year, however, the Cowl has become more sensitive to the difference between National Inquirer and The New York Times.

In the spring of '72, the Cowl fell to one of the lowest points in its history. An interim editor-in-chief was removed from office, and the staff dwindled to a paltry few. With no journalism courses offered by the College, the Cowl's tradition of producing a paper but under Denis Kelly, Ann Frank, and recently appointed editor-in-chief Edward Cimini, The Cowl has bounced back. Published on Wednesdays of each full academic week, the Cowl is read by nearly 3000 people on campus and another 300 in 25 states and four countries. Between 22 and 24 issues are published each year, including a sports special each December.

The Cowl receives an annual budget from the College (and not from the student body). This year is the fourth consecutive year that the newspaper will be allotted $9000, but in order to offset increased printing costs, Cimini hopes that advertising and circulation revenues will exceed $6000 (all of which will be expended).

Succeeding editor-in-chief appointments bring in chief for student affairs. Each editor-in-帐篷 choices are made by all guests and students' campaign speeches that are to be recorded on video tape. These tapes are viewed in the lower level in Slavin Center.

Charlottesville (PAC) deals with the problems, as well as the potential of the women on campus. The committee helps all students take advantage of the opportunities available to them.

Michael Caporaso, chairman of the PAC research and evaluation committee, feels that only by polling the student body on the issues that affect them the BOG acquire an accurate barometer reading of the students' preferences and direct them in poll-takings and referenda that affect the student body of the College.

"In short!" says Campion, "the PAC will fit nicely in the Board of Governors. There are plenty of responsible positions available."

Dean and Frank Zappa?" The answer is no.

Fill out the form below and mail to The Cowl, P.O. Box 2981, Providence College, Providence, R.I., 02918.

Enclosed is my check to THE COWL for $4.00.

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City: ______________________ Zip Code: __________

Board of Governors Budgeted Over $50,000 Per Year

The Providence College Board of Trustees has set the budget for the coming year at $50,000 per semester, which is comprised of various committees that control various social events on the campus. At Kingping, chairman of the film promotion committee, and general set-up of films that the BOG presents every Wednesday at 8:00, 10:30, and 12:30 in Albertus Magnus Hall, Room 100. For example, the film, and CaliforniaSplit are scheduled to be shown the first month of school. The ribs of the films will be shown in September, October, November, and December, with special emphasis on Humphrey Bogart, Walt Disney, and The Man From UNCLE.

"Concert committee, sees more music groups and entertainers.

"The last performance of the concert committee that brought in Watergate (Publiée Inquirer and The New York Times)."

"The Cowl is in no way censored by the administration or faculty. Dr. Brian Barbour, an associate professor of English, serves as the newspaper's advisor and is available for consultation.

"By working through the, the advertising sales people, readers can see any form of financial renewal they desire. Academic credit for work on the Cowl, however, is not offered, past, but it's clearly a long-range goal.

"Although the Cowl is staffed almost exclusively by students (with a good mix of resident and commuters), Cimini is determined to serve the entire college community. The newspaper hopes to supplement its campus reporting with coverage of key local affairs which affect the College and coverage of national trends in higher education.

"In past years, the Cowl's recruiting efforts were rather low-key, but this year the newspaper is determined to conduct a much harder campaign. "People don't realize that we employ more than just writers and reporters," Cimini notes. "We're always looking for good photographers, sales people, research people, students, and proofreaders, and we are willing to train inexperienced people."

"Training new people is also an important phase of each department in the Cowl. Since the Cowl is more than anything else, a learning experience. It is only through this experience, according to Cimini, that the Cowl will be able to improve its First Class status (as judged by the Associated Collegiate Press) and merit an All-American rating.

Alembic:
Magazine Accepts Prose, Poetry And Art Work

The hunter crouches in his blind "Neath camouflage of every kind.

"This grown up man, with pluck and luck,

is hoping to outwit a duck:

"The Cowl is in no way censored by the administration or faculty. Dr. Brian Barbour, an associate professor of English, serves as the newspaper's advisor and is available for consultation.

"Tied committee also works with<br>©OG publicity committee, handles various publicity concerns and students' campaign speeches that are to be recorded on video tape. These tapes are viewed in the lower level in Slavin Center.

"The Cowl is in no way censored by the administration or faculty. Dr. Brian Barbour, an associate professor of English, serves as the newspaper's advisor and is available for consultation.

"The Cowl is in no way censored by the administration or faculty. Dr. Brian Barbour, an associate professor of English, serves as the newspaper's advisor and is available for consultation.

"The Cowl is in no way censored by the administration or faculty. Dr. Brian Barbour, an associate professor of English, serves as the newspaper's advisor and is available for consultation.
Chapin History

Continued from Page 7

It was then decided that the legislation would determine the future of the hospital. Numerous studies were done and one concluded that the state should keep Chapin open for its use as a diagnostic center with facilities for acute in-out patient care.

About this time last year, a public hearing was held concerned with the formal transfer of the Chapin property from the State of R.I. back to the city of Providence. Michael Kelly, chairman of the city property committee, said at the time that no public hearing would be held on the sale of the hospital land to PC.

Move Criticized

The abandoning of the Chapin property by the state was criticized by Dr. Earle F. Cohen, a former pediatrician at the Chapin Hospital grounds. Dr. Cohen said that "PC should refer to the 10th Commandment in making that decision. The issue here is people in service, not real estate," he said. Independent mayoral candidate Jean Coughlin did force a public hearing on the sale when she presented the city property committee with 50 signatures but she failed to appear when the hearing was held.

Mrs. Coughlin said the property "can be used for other purposes," noting that the city spends thousands of dollars leasing office space and that the buildings could be used to house administrative offices.

Two college dormitories will be located on the College's recently acquired property when carpenters finish renovating the Lippitt building this summer. In the past, PC had leased a former nurses home located on the Chapin grounds, from the state for its use as a dormitory for $1 per year.

By Rosemary Lynch

At the final meeting of the Faculty Senate, a bill was defeated that would have made the director of the Development of Western Civilization program an elected position.

Introduced by Mr. Richard Deasy, academic affairs committee, the bill stipulated that the director of DWC would be elected in the first quarter of the academic year by the instructors in the program.

Although there is no dissatisfaction with the present director, Dr. Rene Fortin, Deasy said that the legislation was a democratic move allowing for voice in the choosing of directors. "I have always supported the elected principal," said Dr. Marie DiNunzio, "but not in this form." DiNunzio described the bill as inappropriate, citing personnel difficulties and the high rate of instructor turnover.

Fr. John Cunningham read a letter signed by Dr. Richard Grace, Dr. Rodney Delesanta, and himself stating their objections. The program, they felt, should be allowed to develop without political intervention. The Senate was the scheduling of the bill to be held in the next meeting for Wednesday, September 17.

Jesuit Volunteer Corps:

Long Hours, High Rewards

Each year, thousands of college graduates from all over the country enter the Peace Corps, a national volunteer organization which attempts to improve the welfare of people throughout the world. Providence College has developed its own "Peace Corps" program.

PC works very closely with the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, a Christian service organization which helps poor and underprivileged people. Ten graduates joined the Corps last year with a group of about the same size expected to join this year. Three of last year's graduates are repeating.

According to Father James O'Reilly, PC's retiring chaplain, the Corps may be saving "an inch of the dignity of men." The Corps represents the spiritual development of not only the people they work for, but also their own members.

The hours for JVC volunteers are long, the duties varied, and the salary modest. Recent graduates have been assigned to a number of areas throughout the country, mostly on West, including Alaska. Their work ranges from helping Eskimos and Crow Indians to rehabilitating juvenile delinquents in much more urban areas.

For more information about JVC, contact the Chaplain's Office.
The Awards Dave Cavit would Not Give Out

By Frank Fortin

Dave Cavit and his athletic department presented their awards last May for outstanding athletic achievements and some other things. The Sine Qna Award. But he forgot to say. Through either a lack of guts or lack of imagination, these were omitted.

Most Outstanding Team - The basketball team's 82-68 victory over St. Joseph's last January. This game was held at the West Coast trip, so it was quite significant. Unfortunately, their coach didn't have the time to stop in and present the award.

Best Maimed Athlete - Was probably the most difficult award to decide. One of the candidates was Elmer. But the close is the student faculty basketball game.

Men's Most Valuable Player - Was a close race among the Brown-PC soccer game, in which the Friars had 13 first half shots but couldn't score. The other two candidates were Coach Palamara and Mrs. Helen Bert. This award will return to coach the women.

Most Unusual Performance - Was the first of its kind. The women's track team, which is just in their first season. As Coach Nahigian said: "It will teach us to face the NIT championship 80-69, but more experienced Princeton means a disheartening loss. The Friars played like a team, and the NIT simply forgot a few.' Through either a lack of publicity of the football club, via radio and TV, they had a West Coast trip, so it was quite strong. This game came just after the Brown-O'Shea game, in which the Friars lost. So, with a more experienced and, at least in theory, stronger team in charge of the male and female cheerleaders for the various sports at PC, Coaches and supporters alike will be pleased.

Most Disturbed Bandwagon Leapers - This was the only award to which the Friars failed to respond. The Friars certainly were the last team to go overboard for a dissenter's vote. This coveted award was given to anyone who came to Providence and cheered wildly while PC thrashed their way through Syracuse and Notre Dame. This year, when St. John's bluntly dissected the Friars, they were two guys trying to up a tattered net on the goal. At any school, someone might leap up for Brown, the net would be practiced any way. But in the Brown-PC game, the Friars had played like a team, and the NIT simply forgotten a few, through either a lack of publicity of the football club, via radio and TV, they had a West Coast trip, so it was quite strong. This game came just after the Brown-O'Shea game, in which the Friars lost. So, with a more experienced and, at least in theory, stronger team in charge of the male and female cheerleaders for the various sports at PC, Coaches and supporters alike will be pleased.

Most Produtive Unpublshable Player - Dan Kennedy, the winger for the basketball team, would probably be the first person except Kennedy and his mother realizes that he finished the last game; the other person is his father. In his heart, he is the second-best skater the Friars have ever had.

Most Publicized, Yet Unproductive Player - Dave Gavitt, also for the basketball team, would probably also have the same reaction. It was a very pleasant souvenir for the fans. This award is so intimate a matter that fans may not even be aware of this year's squad are a shot at a play-off berth, but most of their victories were a foretaste.

Biggest Disappointment Off-Field - The publicity of the football club, via radio and TV, they had a West Coast trip, so it was quite strong. This game came just after the Brown-O'Shea game, in which the Friars lost. So, with a more experienced and, at least in theory, stronger team in charge of the male and female cheerleaders for the various sports at PC, Coaches and supporters alike will be pleased.

Most Devoted Fan - This is a single award, given to one person who was the only one to return the entrie of the soccer team to the national championship.

Most Bruised Bandwagon Leapers - This was the only award to which the Friars failed to respond. The Friars certainly were the last team to go overboard for a dissenter's vote. This coveted award was given to anyone who came to Providence and cheered wildly while PC thrashed their way through Syracuse and Notre Dame. This year, when St. John's bluntly dissected the Friars, they were two guys trying to up a tattered net on the goal. At any school, someone might leap up for Brown, the net would be practiced any way. But in the Brown-PC game, the Friars had played like a team, and the NIT simply forgotten a few, through either a lack of publicity of the football club, via radio and TV, they had a West Coast trip, so it was quite strong. This game came just after the Brown-O'Shea game, in which the Friars lost. So, with a more experienced and, at least in theory, stronger team in charge of the male and female cheerleaders for the various sports at PC, Coaches and supporters alike will be pleased.

Most Over-Emotional Player - This was a new award, given to Coach Nahigian. The Friars had gone overboard for a dissenter's vote. This coveted award was given to anyone who came to Providence and cheered wildly while PC thrashed their way through Syracuse and Notre Dame. This year, when St. John's bluntly dissected the Friars, they were two guys trying to up a tattered net on the goal. At any school, someone might leap up for Brown, the net would be practiced any way. But in the Brown-PC game, the Friars had played like a team, and the NIT simply forgotten a few, through either a lack of publicity of the football club, via radio and TV, they had a West Coast trip, so it was quite strong. This game came just after the Brown-O'Shea game, in which the Friars lost. So, with a more experienced and, at least in theory, stronger team in charge of the male and female cheerleaders for the various sports at PC, Coaches and supporters alike will be pleased.
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Women's Athletics
Looking Brighter
By Cindy Kranich
The Providence College Women's Athletic Center will begin its fifth year of operation in September. For the Friars, who will be returning to PC next year as the women's varsity tennis coach, this past season was a strange
and program at PC. They will
make up the nucleus of the squad.

Wilson's Status, Recruits
To Determine Pucksters' Year
By Frank Furino
After their most successful season in 10 years, the Providence College Hockey team looks forward to the '75-'76 season with a mixture of optimism and apprehension.
Coach Lou Lamoriello, after guiding the Friars through their graduation last year, was faced with recruiting freshmen to fill the spots vacated by the graduates.

"It's not that I'm putting down the ability of our present forwards," said Lamoriello, "but we have a philosophy that each year when we have a class graduate we won't be hurt. We try to get a minimum of three forwards and two defencemen in each class, a whole line and defensive set-up.

This year," he said, "we have a perfect recruiting situation. We have six seniors, six juniors, six sophomores, and six freshmen." Lamoriello said he was not free to disclose the names of the players he has recruited, but he indicated that he was pleased with the recruiting. The recruited type of player that will fit into the style of program they will continue our game of aggressiveness and good skating.

And, he added, "We've got some pretty big boys."
One of the question marks for the coming season is the status of Ron Wilson, PC's all-American forward and alternate captain of the '75-'76 season. He noted that the Friars have made the NCAA tournament seven times in his five years as coach, the Friars have made the NCAA tournament seven times, yet the Friars have made the NCAA tournament seven times.

This year, Phil Welch, left-handed pitcher for Providence College, was drafted and signed by the Boston Red Sox for $125,000. Welch, who broke all sorts of pitching records during his three years of varsity competition, was drafted 14th by the Red Sox on June 7, and was signed last following the opening day.

He boasts a career PC record of 17-5. Among his records are most strikeouts in a season (seven), and most career shutouts. His best season was his junior year, when he hurled six complete games, compiled a 1-1 record and a 9.82 ERA. This year, Welch's statistics were below that of his junior year, but his 4-3 won-lost record at an 8-9 run average certainly helped PC attain its 21-9 record.

Bill Crowley, publicity director for the Red Sox, said Welch was scouted and signed by New England native Lefty Leffebvre. Leffebvre has signed many New England prospects for the Red Sox, including reliever Mark (of Fall River) now with Brael of the AA Eastern League.

 Welch was assigned to Boston's Elmira farm club of the New York-Pennsylvania League, the lowest club in Boston's system. Welch has no affinity for the minor league.

Welch Signed by Bosox
Phil Welch, left-handed pitcher for Providence College, was drafted and signed by the Boston Red Sox during the first week of the 1975 NHL Entry Draft. Welch, who broke all sorts of pitching records during his three years of varsity competition, was drafted 14th by the Red Sox on June 7, and was signed last following the opening day.

He boasts a career PC record of 17-5. Among his records are most strikeouts in a season (seven), and most career shutouts. His best season was his junior year, when he hurled six complete games, compiled a 1-1 record and a 9.82 ERA. This year, Welch's statistics were below that of his junior year, but his 4-3 won-lost record at an 8-9 run average certainly helped PC attain its 21-9 record.

Bill Crowley, publicity director for the Red Sox, said Welch was scouted and signed by New England native Lefty Leffebvre. Leffebvre has signed many New England prospects for the Red Sox, including reliever Mark (of Fall River) now with Brael of the AA Eastern League.

 Welch was assigned to Boston's Elmira farm club of the New York-Pennsylvania League, the lowest club in Boston's system. Welch has no affinity for the minor league.

Friar Nine Denied Tournament Berth
By Gary Thuerbacher
The Providence College baseball Friar Nine was denied a fourth consecutive NCAA tournament bid by a 2-1 New York-Jersey loss in the Ivy League. The Friars were 17-9 this year, but their 6-2 league mark was not enough to secure their third successive NCAA tournament berth.

With a new playoff arrangement implemented this year, PC was faced with an expanded district of competition, including over 40 teams from New York and New Jersey in addition to the Ivy League and all of New England.

Golden Skates: Providence College Male Athlete of the Year Ron Wilson, who was recently selected on the eighth round of the amateur draft by the Toronto Maple Leafs, will probably be competing for the U.S. Olympic Squard next year.

Friar Hoposters: Out of the Ashes
By Jim Travers
This year provided the Friars with a strange one in the fortunes of basketball at Providence College. Even though there was much talent on the squad, optimism wasn't too high, due to the relative inexperience and the losses through graduation of Marvin Barnes and Reven Stason.

Coach Dave Gavitt had some heavy weights to fill and had come up with some blue chips in freshmen Bruce Campbell, Bill Eason and Bob Misevicin, who, along with returning seniors Rick Santos, Mark McAndrew, Joe Hassan and Bob Cooper would make up the nucleus of the squad.

Even with all this talent, though, it wasn't until the Friars would be hard pressed to equal the spectacular records of two previous season, in which they had averaged as far as the national
quarterfinals and eastern regional
finals. Also, New England basketball appeared more evenly matched than recent years, and the Friars seemed destined in a year of rebuilding. They ended up almost rebuilding Madison Square Garden.

The season started off quickly as the Friars ran off seven straight victories, two of which came in the New England State Classic, and all of which were played at home in the Civic Center. Many Friar fans were rudely realism from their optimistic pretenses, though, when St. John's came in and overpowered the Friars to own the season. When the Friars were soundly beaten by San Francisco and Oregon out on the West coast in their next two
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By Frank Furino
After their most successful season in 10 years, the Providence College Hockey team looks forward to the '75-'76 season with a mixture of optimism and apprehension.

Coach Lou Lamoriello, after guiding the Friars through their graduation last year, was faced with recruiting freshmen to fill the spots vacated by the graduates.

"It's not that I'm putting down the ability of our present forwards," said Lamoriello, "but we have a philosophy that each year when we have a class graduate we won't be hurt. We try to get a minimum of three forwards and two defencemen in each class, a whole line and defensive set-up.

This year," he said, "we have a perfect recruiting situation. We have six seniors, six juniors, six sophomores, and six freshmen." Lamoriello said he was not free to disclose the names of the players he has recruited, but he indicated that he was pleased with the recruiting. The recruited type of player that will fit into the style of program they will continue our game of aggressiveness and good skating.

And, he added, "We've got some pretty big boys."

One of the question marks for the coming season is the status of Ron Wilson, PC's all-American forward and alternate captain of the '75-'76 season. He noted that the Friars have made the NCAA tournament seven times in his five years as coach, the Friars have made the NCAA tournament seven times, yet the Friars have made the NCAA tournament seven times.

This year, Phil Welch, left-handed pitcher for Providence College, was drafted and signed by the Boston Red Sox during the first week of the 1975 NHL Entry Draft. Welch, who broke all sorts of pitching records during his three years of varsity competition, was drafted 14th by the Red Sox on June 7, and was signed last following the opening day.

He boasts a career PC record of 17-5. Among his records are most strikeouts in a season (seven), and most career shutouts. His best season was his junior year, when he hurled six complete games, compiled a 1-1 record and a 9.82 ERA. This year, Welch's statistics were below that of his junior year, but his 4-3 won-lost record at an 8-9 run average certainly helped PC attain its 21-9 record.

Bill Crowley, publicity director for the Red Sox, said Welch was scouted and signed by New England native Lefty Leffebvre. Leffebvre has signed many New England prospects for the Red Sox, including reliever Mark (of Fall River) now with Brael of the AA Eastern League.

 Welch was assigned to Boston's Elmira farm club of the New York-Pennsylvania League, the lowest club in Boston's system. Welch has no affinity for the minor league.